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This research aimed to develop social study learning through Pie Chart and to know the effectiveness of learning through Pie Chart in social study learning. The research method used was research and development (R&D). The design of learning development through Pie Chart used the step of Dick and Carey. The population of the research was the student at seven grade of SMP Wiyata Bhakti Natar Sout Lampung. The researcher used purpose sampling in taking the sample of the research. The researcher took two classes VII1 as the control and VII6 as experiment class. These two classes were taken based on the consideration that both of two classes have normal distribution in their study result and from homogeneity population.

The research result of this learning development concluded that, (1) This research was the development of social study learning through Pie Chart to increase the study result of the student in seven grade of SMP Wiyata Bhakti Natar Sout Lampung 2014/2015; (2) The study result of posttest in experiment class that used Pie Chart in social studies learning was higher than the control class that used conventional learning.
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